Announcing critical HPV book in the Netherlands

CERVICAL CANCER (in Dutch)
The HPV vaccines as a 'deus ex vagina'
By Désirée L. Röver - medical research journalist
Foreword by H.C. Moolenburgh M.D
In each and every country where HPV vaccination has been established the same scenario has been played out: overruling the doubts expressed by physicians and scientists about safety, protective capacities and cost effectiveness of the human papilloma virus (HPV) vaccines, Dutch health minister Klink has incorporated the HPV-vaccine in the national vaccination programme. This will make GSK's Cervarix available in the Netherlands to 12 year old girls as of September 2009, 'free of charge' (on tax payers money!). In March 2009 the Dutch regional health institutions (GGDs) started a 'catch-up programme' under 380,000+ 13 and 16 year old girls. The invitation sent to these girls and their parents by the director of the Dutch RIVM Centre for Infectious Diseases, professor R.A. Coutinho, uses misleading language when presenting the HPV-vaccination as 'inoculation against cervical cancer'.

In several regions of the Netherlands the accompanying letter from the regional Health Service Offices (GGD) addressed to these young vaccine recipients promises that 5 iPods will be put out for raffle among the girls who can show they have actually received all three HPV vaccination shots...

Furthermore, all vaccination (and personal) data of these recipients will go on record, firstly to monitor the programme, and also to keep track of the adverse effects which were considered an unknown risk in the advice that the Dutch Health Council (GR) sent to the minister of health in March 2008. In other words: as in the rest of the world, these Dutch teenage recipients simply are guinea pigs.

The official information on which parents and their daughters generally can base their ‘informed consent’ is biased to say the very least, next to being contaminated by an unsavory iPod raffle. An as also happens in every country in which the HPV vaccines are being administered, in the official accompanying HPV vaccine flyer the potential adverse effects are being trivialized. While in reality the world over girls have died after HPV-vaccination. That can hardly be called a side effect...

When in February 2009 in Valencia two girls ended up in the intensive care unit a few hours after their vaccination, Spain recalled 76,000 doses of Gardasil. The Spanish vaccination programme was not stopped, though.

With a compliance rate of 47% the Dutch catch-up HPV vaccination program of 13 to 16 year old girls in April 2009 was officially declared to be a total fiasco.

The American National Vaccine Information Center has started a signature action petitioning Obama and the Congress to officially investigate the US Gardasil deaths -- on average one each month, as a FDA document has stated. 
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/14/investigate-gardasil-vaccine-risks-now

Some important facts explained in the book:
Thanks to well established screening programmes cervical cancer is no longer an issue in exactly those countries in which girls now suddenly are ferociously being vaccinated.

The causal link of HPV and cervical cancer is based on scientific consent: the much repeated 'necessary cause' is nothing but an unproven hypothesis. Therefore, describing an HPV vaccine as 'a vaccine against cervical cancer' is taking a highly unscientific shortcut, aka deceit of the unsuspecting public.
HPVs are often found in cervical cancer, even if in many cases these are different types than the ones used in the vaccines – Muñoz et al found HPV 16 and 18 only in 28.2% of the lesions. Finding the types 16 and 18 still says nothing about a causal link, although it is a clear indication of the quality of the person’s immune system!

In fact, HPVs are so common that it would be strange not to encounter these (and other organisms, like fungus or candida) in a body or an organ that is so out of balance in terms of nutrition, acidity, oxygenation and/or emotions that it proceeded to develop cancer.

In regard to the genetically manipulated virus like particles (VLPs) in the HPV vaccines dr. Bill Deagle states: "The DNA content inserts into host DNA and [the vaccine] is thus live in that sense. It makes genetically modified hosts. It is a gene cassette with switching genes that can epigenetically turn on or silence genes inducing infertility, autoimmunity and cancer with abnormal organ development.”

VLPs may not be infectious, as the manufacturers claim, in fact they are infinitely more dangerous. As dr. Rebecca Carley puts it: "These vaccines change the genetic structure.” She adds: "We are going to see a considerable increase in infertility and cervical cancer.”

The book also deals with vaccination being a myth built on the faulty yet profitable frauds of Jenner and Pasteur. The vaccination practice is based on Jenner's theory that cow pox vaccination (variolae vaccinae) will prevent smallpox infection (variola major/minor/vera). These, of course, are two completely different biological entities...

In addition, smallpox is not contagious, as Dr. A.R. Campbell (1865-1931) discovered, but is transmitted by bedbugs (Cimex lectuarius). And as with polio and all other infectious diseases, its virulence will be modulated by (non-patentable) vitamin C!

There are many risk factors for cervical cancer, among them: stress, nutritional deficiencies, emotional issues, the contraceptive pill. Vitamin A and folic acid will help to prevent HPV infection and even heal lesions.

One may wonder what exactly is the advantage of the HPV vaccines for the recipients, since regular screening for abnormal cells will always stay necessary.
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Cervical cancer is a horrendous disease, it makes you wish there were fast and safe ways for preventing it. But before considering to vaccinate young girls with human papilloma virus vaccines we should be absolutely aware of all their consequences.
The vaccine producers have shown no hesitation whatsoever in using heavy emotional blackmail techniques to intimidate young girls (and their parents) via schools, universities, newspapers, magazines, television and the internet.
Doctors, nurses and ministers have swallowed the party line hook, line and sinker, and are unthinkingly reproducing it, while having no clue whatsoever about the real facts, let alone the hidden agendas.
Many thousands of international reports of adverse effects have shown that the genetically manipulated HPV vaccines are capable of inflicting serious and permanent damage, and even death.
The author gives spectacular information and unveils suppressed facts.
Read and know before getting jabbed! Or not.
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